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Extreme Programming PerspectivesPearson Education, 2002
Extreme Programming (XP) has been established as a significant  departure from traditional software development methods. The success of the XP  2001 and XP Universe 2001 conferences is no surprise; some of the brightest  minds in software engineering gathered at these venues to discuss the discipline  that is XP. These...


		

The XML Schema Complete ReferencePearson Education, 2002
With the successful implementation of XML Schema, developers are learning how  to increase productivity, improve software reliability, minimize development  time, and decrease time to market. This in-depth reference is an all-in-one  resource designed to help developers leverage the power and potential of XML  schemas by offering a complete...


		

Secure XML: The New Syntax for Signatures and EncryptionPearson Education, 2002
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is the environment of choice  for creating many of today's technologically sophisticated and  security-sensitive Web applications. With Secure  XML, developers now have the hands-on guide they need to combine a strong  foundation in XML with proven, practical...






		

The Java Web Services TutorialPearson Education, 2002
The Java(TM) Web Services  Tutorial is a comprehensive, example-driven, "roll up your sleeves and  dive in" guide to building Web services applications with Java(TM) technology.  This edition provides a head start on using the Java Web Services Developer Pack  (WSDP) from Sun...


		

Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition: Platform and Component SpecificationsPearson Education, 2000
The Java 2(TM) Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) defines a  new standard in enterprise solutions through a simplified, component-based  development model. By extending the "write-once, run-anywhere(TM)" benefits of  the Java programming language to enterprise servers, J2EE adds the scalability,  robustness, and...


		

Mutual Funds: Your Money, Your Choice ... Take Control Now and Build Wealth WiselyPearson Education, 2002
Mutual Funds: Your Money, Your Choice gives you  an unvarnished look at both the positives and the negatives of mutual fund  investing: the real risks, the real costs, the real tax issues, and the real  returns. Simply and clearly, without complicated charts or equations, top  investment researcher Charles P. Jones...





		

More Servlets and JavaServer PagesPearson Education, 2001

	More Servlets and JavaServer Pages shows developers how to use the latest advances in servlet and JSP technology. A companion to the worldwide bestseller Core Servlets and JavaServer Pages, it starts with a fast introduction to basic servlet and JSP development, including session tracking, custom JSP tag libraries, and the use of the MVC...


		

The Online Rules of Successful Companies: The Fool-Proof Guide to Building ProfitsPearson Education, 2002
In The Online Rules of Successful Companies: The  Fool-Proof Guide to Building Profits, leading Internet entrepreneur Robin  "Roblimo" Miller (developer for Slashdot and Freshmeat Web sites) presents  systematic rules for building the profitability of your business online,  whatever you sell - products,...

		

sendmail Performance TuningPearson Education, 2002
"This book is great. Nick covers a wide range of  materials--everything from how to architect the mail system and what disks to  buy to how to configure your router. This book should be a basic reference for  anyone who needs to get down into the guts of a sendmail-based system and make  it shine."-Eric Allman, the...






		

Storage Area Networks: Designing and Implementing a Mass Storage SystemPearson Education, 2000
The complete guide to SAN technology for every implementer and manager! 

Every month, enterprises require more information, delivered faster, with  greater reliability—and traditional data storage methods no longer suffice.  Enter the Storage Area Network (SAN), which can store enormous...


		

Mobile Location Services: The Definitive GuidePearson Education, 2002
Tomorrow's mobile applications must be smarter than ever,  accessing and intelligently using a wide range of location data. In Mobile Location Services, leading mobile application  consultant Andrew Jagoe presents the first end-to-end solutions guide to  building and deploying location-based...


		

Personal Firewalls for Administrators and Remote UsersPearson Education, 2002
Personal firewalls explained—for remote corporate and home users.

In today's work environment, increasing numbers of mobile employees are using PCs, laptops, and handheld devices to connect to corporate servers. That's great for productivity, but it can also pose a security nightmare. Many of these...
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